Why Isn't Prehab on the Agenda?
offer further savings in running costs. The technology consumes
up to 30% less energy than a conventional 3-phase fan; precision
units (such as the MiniSpace EC range) can also run in energy-saving partial load mode and have a high motor efficiency
of up to 92%. It is a “false economy” to prioritise capital outlay
when specifying air-conditioning units: If you install a solution
that isn’t appropriate for the technical environment, you will
have issues. Effectiveness needs to be the primary consideration,
along with the long-term operating costs.
Operating features: comfort vs precision
It is important to note that comfort cooling systems also perform ‘oil return cycles’, which override the set temperature controls and can lead to intermittent falls in temperature. While this
is less of a problem in server rooms, this can present issues in
environments such as laboratories, where precise temperatures
are critical to the integrity of the testing processes. Precision
cooling units do not need this operating feature and therefore
do not present an operational risk in this way.
In addition, there is no ‘fall off’ in capacity on long pipe runs,
which presents another advantage over comfort cooling systems.
Pipe runs can affect the efficiency of the cooling system, so this is
an important consideration when specifying a solution. Also, the
water collected by comfort cooling units needs to be disposed of
and pumped to a drain – this presents further challenges, as there
is a potential risk of leaks or flooding in the server room, which
could result in significant damage to electronic equipment.
Air filtration is another important factor when comparing comfort
versus precision cooling. Precision air conditioning units (such as
those manufactured by Stulz), filter and circulate three times the
amount of air as comfort units with the same rated capacity.
Other differences are also important to note – for comfort cool-

ing applications, it is less important for the filter to be highly
effective in removing small particles; dust circulation has no detrimental effect in a non-technical environment. In server rooms
and technical spaces, it is crucial to prevent particles being
blown or sucked into technical equipment, as this can shorten
the lifespan of IT assets.
Advanced precision cooling units can provide continuous monitoring and control of air filtration to ensure high availability.
In the case of Stulz UK’s MiniSpace EC range, an alarm notification can be raised via mobile phone or through the building
management system. This helps hospitals ensure the resilience
and availability of their IT operations at all times.
Conclusion
Ultimately, rooms subjected to high thermal loads need constant climatic conditions in order to work reliably. Fluctuating temperatures, humidity and dust jeopardise both function
and data stocks. Precision cooling technology is specifically
designed for server rooms and technical environments where
reliable thermal optimisation and high availability are crucial
business imperatives.
With an increase in digitising the NHS predicted in the near
future, it will become particularly important to understand the
differences between ‘precision’ and
‘comfort’ when applying cooling
for these systems. Many specifiers
and installers fail to appreciate the
impact of employing inappropriate
cooling technology until it is too
late; there is an urgent need for further education to avoid costly mistakes and to prevent the risks associated with poor climate control. n
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Prehab (Preventative Rehabilitation) is
a familiar phrase in the sports world as
it is widely acknowledged that it makes
sense to train the muscles you need for
your chosen speciality and strengthen
them appropriately to try and reduce the
incidence of injury. Top tennis player
Roger Federer is the perfect example of
this as he incorporates regular prehab
into his training regime and most of us
accept that in order to run a marathon
we would spend a dedicated amount of
time training for it.
However, it is a relatively unknown con-
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cept in the world of surgery yet surely it
makes sense to be as fit as possible before
undergoing any surgery? After all most
people have heard of rehab which has
long been used to help people to recover
from everything from a stroke to operations to replace an arthritic hip or knee.
Yet there is much less discussion about
prehab despite evidence that preparing
patients in advance of surgery improves
outcomes and also enhances recovery.
What is Prehab?
There are a number of differing definitions of prehabilitation when applying
it in surgical terms. In the Orthopaedic world the idea that increasing
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someone’s fitness and muscle strength
prior to an operation is likely to produce better outcomes, reduced complications and reduced spend is not
new but still not widely used. A paper
reviewing the effect of prehabilitation
to improve patients with severe disability from hip or knee osteoarthritis
reported on patients having benefited
from the programme which included
exercise and specific education prior to
their orthopaedic surgery (DesmeulesF,
Hall J, Woodhouse L. Physiother Can.
2013;65.) This idea has spread into
other areas of medicine especially with
oncology and major surgical interventions with the premise that it would be
beneficial not only for surgical interven-

tions but also for ongoing treatment.
PREPARE
The Imperial College Healthcare
Trust’s PREPARE for Surgery programme, trains patients for surgery
based on their individual needs. It looks
at different factors that are important to
focus on before and after a procedure,
including physical activity, diet, psychological wellbeing and medication
management. The outcomes collected
are a significant reduction in the average post-operative hospital stay, reduced
complications, less incidence of pneumonia, improved physical function and
an improvement in self-confidence.
In Southampton, the Trust has piloted
a Prehab programme for rectal cancer
patients. Their conclusions were that prehab resulted in significant improvements
in fitness and augmented pathological
tumour regression. (Exercise prehabilitation may lead to augmented tumour
regression following neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy in locally advanced rectal
cancer West et al Acta Oncol 2019 Feb
6:1-8). There is currently an ongoing
trial called the Wessex Fit-4-Cancer Surgery Trial (WesFit) based at University of
Southampton looking further into the
outcomes of prehabilitation.
Personal & Relevant
It appears to be generally accepted that
it is important for the programme to be

individualised for the particular patient
and potentially include a multimodal
approach which could include psychological support. The baseline health needs
to be assessed and comorbidities and risk
factors to exercise considered, such as
cardiovascular disease. Patients will also
require ongoing support whether by hospital-based programmes, community led
or phone support.
Delivery of Care
We obviously need future studies looking at more innovative delivery of care as
most have been based in community or
hospital. However remote monitoring for
encouragement and to increase adherence
seems a sensible route to take to gain the
maximum from prehabilitation.
For example, leading research has found
that video consultations are as effective as face-to-face appointments and
our experience, at PhysioFastOnline
(PFO), is that three in four people can
be triaged, assessed and supported online
without any need for physical treatment.
This means that our service is accessible
to anyone with a screen and an internet connection from the comfort of
their home, workplace or even overseas.
Appointments are booked online, in realtime, and are generally available same day
to swiftly start the process of treatment.
For me there is no doubt that our kind of
service has an important role to play in
the future and will perfectly complement
traditional physiotherapy.

Conclusion
Reviewing the literature leads us to recognise that further assessment is required to
confirm that it is cost effective particularly
in times where there is restricted expenditure and healthcare is rationed. But with
an ever increasing sedentary and an ageing
population there really seems no reason
for the concept of prehabilitation not to
be embraced in all aspects of healthcare.
This ageing population is resulting in
more and more complex surgery and
treatment and it is vital that we help
patients to prepare with programmes
that are personalised and relevant. This
will, in its simplest terms, involve physical activity and all the known benefits
associated with that such as improved
bone density, joint mobility, heart and
lung health and also a positive impact
on mood and mental health. Some of
the prehabilitation can also address specific muscle strengthening programmes
which can be targeted depending on presentation or treatment to be undertaken.
For me, prehab is a proactive approach
that encourages patients to participate
and be involved
in their care and
the benefits of
empowering
them makes complete sense from
both a physical
and psychological
aspect. n
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